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Rc Dtikcf No. ooD4o53 

Dear sir or Madam: 

The hsociatioa of Media Device Repracessors (AMDR) resp&uUy submits the 
following commenti in response to the Food and Drug -on’s (mlA) dr& guidance 
doclIIxIemtitied% qmXdng and ReusC Of Single-Use Ilevi- ,Review Prioritizbon Scheme,” 
and“Enfbw Rioritiu for Singie4Jse Devku RepceNi by T&a Paftks and Hospitais.” 
65 Fed. Reg. 7,027 (Feb. 11, 2000) (keab, “draft guidaace &clrmcnts”). mR is a 
Washington, DC-based trade aSsocia;tioa repsenting the Ie@ a& Itgalahory iattrtsts of t&i- 
pq reprocessors of me&caf devices Iabekd for siagie use. It is m && MR mcmh 
perform approximately 80% of the third-party ‘teprocesbg done in tb United Stafes. 

AMDR is posed to have the owty to provide comments OXI FDA’s dr& guidance 
documents. 
is cfiticd to 

AMDR has atways bekwd that strong FDA q&ion of mcciicai dcvb reprwessbg 
ensuring the saffty of reprucessed devices, and we apecti FDA’s timely and 

comprehensive response to this matm. 

In AbIDR’a view, howewr, the premarket review scheme ti introduced in FDA’s 
“Proposed Strategy on Reuse of Singie-Gse Devices,” 64 Fed. Reg. 59,872 (Nov. 3, 19991, 
(he, “Proposed Sbratcgy”), ad fkther descx+bed in the draft g&be Qcumtnts, is 
necessary to protect public he&h, md cotid result b a drntic increase in the country’s Andy 
~phhg health cafe COSS. As described in SC&II I b&w, proper medid d,evke reproming is 
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a parient-safe practice embraced by America’s finest hospitals and physicians as a way to achieve 
significant cost savings witfiout compromising patient care. If reprocessing is eliminated as an 
option for hospitals, certain medical devicz and procedures will no longer be available for some 
patients, because they simply will be too expensive. Thus, “over-regulation” of reprocessing would 
have a direct, negative impact on patients. 

From AMDR’s perspective, patient safety aiways must be the highest priority. As discussed 
in Section I, the safety record of third-party reprocessing under the current regulatory regime has 
been excellent, and there is no evidence to suggest that a _Drema&et review scheme is necessary to 
protect public health. However, despite this lack of evidence, it is ciear that FDA is, nonetheiess, 
moving forward to impose a premarket review scheme. As such, A.MDR seeks to work with the 
agency to assure that its premarket review scheme is implemented in a reasonable manner, taking 
into account the strong evidence of the sa&y of medical device reprocessing, as weti as the 
potentially serious consequences of unnecessarily restricting reprocessing. In Section LI below, we 
provide detailed comments on both diaft guidanct documents. . 

L Given the Strong Evidence of the Safety of Medical Device Reprocessing, FDA’S 
Ptemarket Review Scheme is Unnecessary to Protect Public Health. 

In M4DR’s view, there is one, critical element missing Tom the agency’s premarkec review 
scheme: Nowhere does FDA provide a compelling public health rationale for changing the cutrent 
reguiatory hmework. Indeed, when the agency first introduced its premarket review scheme, it 
stated that it is “committed to reevalw its position 00 the reuse of SLJIJs (s&k use devices),” 
and that its “primary goai is to protect the public hea& by ass&g that the practice ofreprocessing 
and reusing SUDS is based on good science.” Proposed Strategy at 7. However, neither the 
Proposed S&ategy nor the draft guidance documents present any evidence thar reprocessing has 
posed or is posing a threat to public he&h. . 

From AMDR’s perspective, it is not surprising that the agency has failed to demonstrate a 
ptih health necessity for disrupting the cment reguiatory regime and replacing it witi a premarket 
review scheme. As discussed MOW, not only is there no evidence to indicate that reprocessing 
threatens public health, to the contrary, there is substantial, affirmative evidence showing that proper 
reprocessing is safe. Given the dexnonsuated safety of reprocessing, the cosziy and burdensome 
premarket review framework proposed by FDA is unwarranted, Rather, the current regime -which 
emphasizes compliance with Quality System Regulation (QSR) requirements - is we&suited to 
protecting public health. 

E 
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A. Done proper@, medicai device reprocessing is safe. 

1. Hospital and physician perspective 

As FDA acknowMges in its Proposed Strategy, United States hospitals have been 
reprocessing medical devices Iabeied for single-use for over two decades. See Proposed Strategy 
at 2. According to most estimates, at least 50% of U.S. hospitals reprocess some devices labeled for 
singie use - either at in-hospital reprocessing centers or through the use of third-party reprocessors.’ 
Reprocessing is standard practice at a broad spemum of health care institutions, inciuding many of 
the nation’s top research hospitals. 

De inception of medical device reprocessing can be traced to arbitrary label changes on a 
number of medical devices: Approximately two decades ago, manufkcturers began to change the 
label on certain devices Tom reusable to single use, without making any structurai changes in the 
devices. Thus, it cmickiy became evident to hospitals that “single use” does not necessarily mean 
“single use,* and that certain devices designated by original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) as 
“single use only” can, in fact, be safely reprocessed, Examples of the arbitrariness of the single use 
label are abundant 

l In a 1980 letter to a hospitakmtomer, USC1 Cardiology & RadioIogy 
Products (USCT) explained that, although it was cfianghg the label on its 
intracadiac electrodes kom reusable to single use, “our manufkcturing 
processes . . . have not changed. These eiectrodes are made with the same 
materials and in the same manner they have been in the past” 
(Attachment A). * 

a In a 1987 letter, Boston Scientic Corporation’s Microvasive division 
informed a hospital that its “BICAP Hemostatic Probes are recommended for 
singie use only. However this recommendation does not prohibit reuse under 
certain specifk ~oaditions . . . .” (Atimhment B) 

a The Dec:mber 11, 1998, episode of NBC’s news magazine “Dateline” 
exposed Johnson & Johnson’s practice of labeling as “single use” contact 
lenses that were virtually identical to the lenses that the company had been 
marketing as reusable. When asked why it had designated the Ienses as singie 

1 a, e.a,,, “Survey: ORs are split on reuse of single-use items,” OR Manager, 
Vol. 15, No. 9 (Sept- 1999). 
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use, Johnson & Johnson stated: “If we had changed the Iabef and marketed 
for general use, then we couldn’t advertise and create this single-use, daily 
disposable category. We made that decision because we feit it was a good 
business decision to do it thar way.“’ 

Given that the single use label is, in many cases, a “business decision” rather than a patient 
safety decision, it is not surprising that the medical community regards the reprocessing of “single 
use” devices as a patient-safe practice that allows precious health care resources to be directed 
toward what matters most: providing patients with the best possible care. Indeed, Dr. William Ja& 
of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recentiy observed that, with regard to the 
reuse of devices Iabeied for singie use, he “wouid just be absoIute1y amazed if this is a major public 
health problem and the (leading hospitals) have failed to realize iL”3 As derailed below, hospital and 
physician groQps have artictiated overwhehning support for the safety of reprocessing: 

The American College of Cardiology has stated: “When it comes.to treating 
patients, our number one concern is patient safety. The reprocessed medical 
devices used in diagnosing and treating cardiac patients are in facr safe and 
effective.” (Attachment C) 

The North American Society of Pacing and Electrophysiolow has stated: 
“Mer studying thousands of patients who have undergone cardiology 
procedures with re-steriiized catheters, findings indicate there is no increased 
risk of infection for patients. Re-stedization of cardiac catheters for 
electrophysioiogy studies has been an ongoing practice for over twenty years 
with no known patient advqse outcomes.” (Attachment D) 

Thq American Hospital Association has stated: “The cGnical use of 
reprocessed medical devices is safe, effective, and efficient. HospitaIs have 
reprocessed devices labeled ‘single use’ or ‘disposabie’ for years with 
excellent success.” (Attachment E) 

See also Letter from Dr. Stephen Hammili, Director, Ekctrocardiography and EIectrophysiology -- 
Laboratories, &fayo Clinic, to Senator Paul Wellstone (June 23, I998) (Atiaciunent F). 

2 Transcript of December 11, 1998, Dateline episode at 5 (emphasis added). 

f i 

I i 

3 Neergaard, L3uran, ‘Debate on Reuse of Medical Devices,” Associated Press 
(Aug. 13, 1999). 
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Thus, the message emanating l?om the doctors and hospitals who use reprocessed devices 
every day - and who have done so for over two decades - is clear and consistent: Properiy 
reprocessed devices are safe and effective; there simply is no factual basis to support the notion that 
medical device reprocessing poses a threat to public heaith. 

2. Scientific support 

. 

A significant body of independenk peer-reviewed scientific literature confirms the medical 
community’s confidence in the safety of reprocessing devices labeled as single use. Indeed, studies 
demonstrating the safety and efficacy of reprocessing have been published in a number of highly 
esteemed medical joumak, in&ding Gamointestinai Endoscopy, 7le American Journal of 
Gartroenrerology, Journai of the American College of Cardiology, Journal of 777oracic 
Cardiovascular Surgeq Pacing and Clinical Elecnophysioio~ (PACE), American Journal of 
Cardiology, Medical Journal of Aus*aiia, 
Cardiology.’ 

Cunadian Jowzai of Surgery, and Cunadian Jownai of 
. 

For example, the work of Dr. Richard Kozarek, Chief of Gastroenterology at the Virginia 
Mason Lvedicai Center in Seatie, Washington, and former President of the American Society for 
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy, has been published in Gczs~ointestinal Endoscopy and the American 
Journal of Gastroenterology. Dr. Kozarek has conducted a number of independent studies 
demonstrating the reusability of certain endoscopic accessories. In the area of sphincterotomes 
labeled as single use, for instance, Dr. Kozarek found that “[d]oubie channei sphincterotomes 
marketed as one-time-use items can be reused safely when properly c!eaned? Likewise, with 
respect to argon beam plasma coagulation @PC) probes Iabeied for single use, Dr. Kozarek 
concluded: 

The combination of manual cieaning and ET0 sterilization consistently cleaned ,%PC 
probes. Ninety percent of the probes showed no sign of physicat deterioration and 
100% maintained their e!ectricai activity after IO uses. APC probes can potentially 

4 We have enclosed a bibliography and summary of these studies as A&&rnent G. 

s R.A. Kozarek, M.D.,S.L.Rahz,R.N., M.S.N., T.J. Ball,M.D.,J.J. Branciabur 
1M.D.) “Reuse of disposable spbincterotomes for diagnostic and therapeutic ERCP; a one-year 
prospective study.” Gastrointestinal Endoscopy, Vol. 49 (1999) at 39. 
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be safely and effectively reused up to 10 times, and a sign&ant procedural savings 
is possible with reuse? 

As another example, Dr. Edward V. Platia, a nationally recognized ektrophysioiogist at the 
Wtshington Hospital Center in N~hington, D.C., conducted an extensive mu&center study of the 
reuse of eiectrophysiology (EP) catheters, involving 14,640 EP cases and 38,075 catheter uses. Dr. 
Platia concluded that 

the steri%zation and reuse of non-lumen, woven Dacron pacing catheters is safe, and 
does not appear to resuit in any increase in the risk of infection. Tue catheters are 
suf%ientIy durable to allow them to be reused well in excess of five times. One-time 
use of such catheters appears to be an unnecessary and expensive p&y.’ 

What is, perhaps, most striking about the rigorous body of scientific evident: supporting the 
s&y and efficacy of reprocessed devices is its dramatictiy superior quality, as compared to the 
Wudies” offered by the OElMs that oppose reprocessing. Indeed, most of the “scientific evidence” 
submitted by the opponents of reprocessing should be disregarded, as (i) much of it is based on 
“studies” conducted or sponsored by the OE,Ms themselves, rather than independent entities, and, 
as such, is tainted by-the OEiMs’ clear economic incentive to portray reprocessing in a negative l.ighc 
and (ii) much of it is plagued by fundamental scientific deficiencies, such as lack of an adequate 
sample size, and, as a result, cannot sme as a basis for any conciusions about the safety of 
reprocessed devices. 

3. The safety record of reprocessing 

Based on FDA’s own database of device-&ted patient adverse events, the safety record of 
reprocessing is excellent. Pursuant to the agency’s AUedical Device Reporting (MDR) regulation, 
hospitais must notify FDA when they learn that a device may have caused or contributed to a patient . 
death or serious injury. 2 I C.F.R. 5 503 30. Every year, FDA receives over 100,000 LMDR reports. 
Significantly, there have been only a handfui of >IDR reports associated with reprocessed devices. 
Indeed, FDA itself recently remarked that the number of MDR reports involving reprocessed devices 

6 SK Roach, R-A. Kozarek, %i.D., S.L. R&Z, R.N., M.S.N., andS.E. Sumida. 
Ph.D., “In I&o Evaluation of Integrity and Sterilization of Single-Use Argon Beam P!a.srna 
Coagulation Probes,” The American Journal of Gasaoenteroioq, Vol. 94 (1999) at 139. 

e 

7 S. O’Donoghue, E.V. Plada, &f.D., ‘Reuse of Pacing Catheters: A Survey of 
Safety and Efficacy,” PACE, Vol. 11 (Sept. 1988) at 1280. 
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is “tiny” compared with other probkms.’ Furthermore, the incidents reported in the few MDRs 
involving reprocessed devices are idexkicai to problems that have occurred in new devices. Thus, 
it is not at aU dear that these incidents were caused by reprocessing.’ 

Despite the excellent safety record of reprocessing, OEh& continue to pressure FDA, 
Congress, and State Iegislatures to address the “safety problem” posed by reprocessing. From I 

AMDR’s perspective, the OEMS’ efforts are particuiariy mubiing, given that the safety record of 
reprocessed devices is as sood or better than the safety record of new single-use devices. indeed, f i 
new singie use devices account for several thousand more reports of patient injury and device 
ma&&on than reprocessed devices.” 5 

f 

For example, a 1994 outbreak of post-surgical infections has been attributed to bactexia- 
contaminated sutures manufactured by a division of Johnson & .Johnson., a mexnber of the 
Association of Disposable Device Manufht~~~ (ADDM) and one of the pinmy opponents of 
IXproc:ssing. The contamination allegedly resulted fkom a mahnction in. the company’s 
sterikation system.” As another exampie, FDA recently found that an improperiy functioning 
coronary srent system manufkcmred by Boston Scientific Corporation @SC) - another ADDM 

8 a Device & Diagnostics Letter, Vol. 26, No. 48 (Dec. 17, 1999) at 1. 

9 As one example, an LMDR report was submitted to FDA concerning a reprocessed 
eIectrophysiology (Ep) catheter whose tip became detached. k &fDR Report Number 10623 10. 
199940001 (Attachment II). However, the identical incident has been reported for IXW EP 
catheters. a MDR Report Numbers 4501350000-1995-0088 a& 6000087-1998-00002 
(Attachment I). 

’ 

IO We are enclosing as Atkxhment J a tabie’comparing the number of MDR reports 
for new single use devices with the number of MDR reports for reprocessed devices. 

11 See, u, Lance Williams, Tomnon thread in illnesses: sutures lawsuits blame 
post~~gical infections on a singie source, W San Francisco Ex&er (Feb. 21, 1999); Lance 
Williams, ‘Patients wounded by inf&i~n~ across the country, lives have been torn by post-op 
complications, * San Francisco Examinex (Feb. 21, 1999); Lance Williams, ‘How suture maker 
kept lid on infection suits despite recall, Ethicon said product was wess,” San Francisco 
Examiner (Feb. 22, 1999); Lax~ce Williams, ‘Patients who &F&d,” San Francisco Examiner 
(Feb. 22, 1999). 
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member - caused 26 patient injuries, and may have been a factor in the death of one individual.12 
Thus, the truth is that the very companies who are cfamoring for a “crackdown” on the alleged 
“public health threat” associated with reprocessing are responsible for manuf&turing devices which, 
on their f%st use, have very likely caused serious patient injury. 

4. FDA’s Statements 

. 

FDA’s observation regarding the scarcity of MDR reports involving reprocessed devices is 
not the only time the agency has commented on the striking lack of evidence indicating a safety 
pro biem with reprocessing. In May 1999, for example, the Ivfedicai Device ~Manufhzturers 
Association (MDMA) submitted a Citizen Petition to FDA requesting that reprocessing be banned. 
Five months later, FDA denied .MDM.A’s request, explaining that the agency 

has received adverse event reports where a r@rocessed single use device was 
involved; however, in each of those cases, it was not dear that reprocessing caused 
the problem reported. In fact FDA has been unable to find dear evidence of adverse 
patient outcomes associated witi the reuse of a sinde use device &xn anv source. *3 

Similarly, in Juiy 1998, FDA denied a C&en Petition submitted by the Health Industry 
hd’acturers Association (HIMA), in which HMA had requested that the agency impose 
premarket clearance requirements on third-party repromsors. In its denial letter, the agency stated, 
among other things, that “FDA notes the generai absence of adverse patient outcomes attributed to 
the reuse of singe-use devices.“i4 

12 -, A, Ronald Rosenberg, ‘Boston Scientiftc, FDA spar over stem, * The Boston See e 
Globe (October 10, 1998). 

13 Letter fkom Dr. David Feigal, Director, Center for Devices and Radiological 
Health, FDA, to Larry R. Pilot, Esq., Counsel to bfDMA (October 6, 1999) (emphasis added) 
(Attahent IQ. 

14 Letter from Bruce Burhgton, M.D., Director, Center for Devices and Radiological 
Health, FDA, to Nancy Singer, Esq., Special Counsel, HIMA at 2 (July 13, 1998) 
(Attachment L). 

f 
t 
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B. The current regulatory regime is we&suited to protecting pubiic health and 
should be maintained. 

Notwithstanding the medical c~mnxmity’s endorsement of the safety of reprocessing, the 
sign&ant scientific support for reprocessing, the paucity of MDR reports involving reprocessed 
devices, and FDA’s own observations regarding the lack of evidence indicting a safey problem 
with reprocessing, the agency has, nonetheless, decided to impose a costly and burdensome 
premrket review scheme on reprocessing. In AMDR’s view, this premarket review scheme is 
unwarranted. Rather, the current regulatory f?amework governing third-pq reprocessing is weil- 
suited to ensuring the safety and eEcacy of reprocessed devices. 

Under the present regime, third-party reprocessors are required to comply with a number of 
FDA reguiatory requirements, the most sign&ant of which is the Qu&y System Regulation or 
QSR.” The QSR is an extensive set of quality assurance provisions governing every aspect of a 
reprocessor’s operations, including production and process controls, process validation, control of 
non-conforming product, and finished device acctptance. Pzsuant to these QSR requirements, for 
example, third-party reprocessors must control and monitor production processes to ensure that a 
device conforms to its specifications; vahdate with a high degree of assurance that their reprocessing 
processes ensure that specitied requirements are met; and establish and maintain procedures for 
reprocessed device acceptance to ensure that each production run, lot, or batch meets acceptance 
criteria. See 21 C.F.R. Part 820. In other words, reprocessors must document that they have 
developed comprehensive systems to assure that a reprocessed device is clean, sterile, and able to 
per5orm its originally intended clinical function. Third-party reproc:ssors musk make all required 
QSR information and data available for FDA inspectio#, and &ms that fail to comply with these 
requirements are subject to agency enforcement action. 

. 

15 In addition to complying with applicable FDA requirements, .AMDR members 
regulate themseives through adherence to several fundamental safety principles: (i) ,4MDR 
companies perform functionality testing on every sing!e device they reprocess, whereas OEMs test 
only a small sampling of their devices; (ii) AMDR members are highiy selective as to the devices 
they reprocess, and, in fact, reprocess only a smail percentage of the thousands of devices used 
by hospitals; (iii) AMDR companies utilize sophisticated systems for tracking reprocessed devices 
and for enabling hospitals to frac: reprocessed devices to the specific patients on whom they were 
used; and (iv) AMDR members must undergo an annual, independent, third-party audit to ensure 
compliance with QSR requirements. 

I 
I 

16 AII AMDR companies have been inspected by FDA in the last 12 months. 
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Given the nature of medical device reprocessing, an FDA regulatory regime focusing on QSR 
compliance - and, in particuiar, on process validation and finished device acceptance requirements 
- makes sense. Indeed, reprocessors provide a device cteaning, sterilization, and testing service for 
hospitals. Reprocessors do not market products; rather, they perform a process on products which, 
in most cases, have akeadv been cleared through the agency’s premarket review process. Tnerefore, 
from a safety perspective, what is most critical is that reprocessors validate their processes, i.e.. 
demonstrate that their cleaning, sterilization, and testing processes will, on a consistent basis, yield 
devices that are as safe and effective as new devices. 

. 

Furthermore, it is important to emphasize that FDA’s current QSR-centered regulatory 
fbnework for reprocessors is entireiy’consistent with longstanding agencv policy in other areas of 
medical device regulation. hideed, FDAhistorically has viewed demons&d compliance with QSR 
requirements as an acceptable substitute for premarket notification submission in certain instances. 
For example, in its manual addressing compliance with QSR recpirements, FDA informs 
manufacturers that, when mantiacturers with highly qualified personnel or subst@aI experience 
f&e1 confident that a particular change in a device, component, or manuf%ctuxing process will not 
significantly affect the safety or effectiveness of the device, there may be no need to submit a 
premaricet notification submission. Medical Device Quality Systems ;Llanual: A Smail Entity 
Compliance Guide (December 1996) at 96. . 

Thus, rather than impose a new? burdensome premarket review framework on medical device 
reprocessing, AMDR believes that FDA should maintain the current regulatory regime. As FDA 
states in iti draft guidance doc*ument entitied “Enforcement Priorities for Single-Use Devices 
Reprocessed by Third Parties and Hospitals” (hereafter, “Enforcement Priorities draft guidance 
document”), under the current regime, &tid-party reprocessors must comply withregidon, listing, 
QSR, Iabeling, MDR, and medical device corrections and removals requirements. Worcement 
Priorities draft guidance document at 17. Significantly, however, while FDA has historidy 
enforced - and continues to em?orce - these requirements with respect to third-narrv reorocessors, 
there is an important component of the current regulatory regime, which, to date, the agency has 
failed to enforce with respect to OE>fs. Specifically, FDA’S own reguiations state that 

t 1 

if a manufacturer knows, or has knowledge of facts that would give him notic: that 
a device introduced into interstate commerce by him is to be used for conditions, 
purposes, or uses other than the ones for which he offers it, he is required 10 provide 
adequate labeling for such a devict which accords with other such uses to which *he 
article is to be put. 

\ 
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21 C.F.R 5 SO 1.4. A discussed above, according to most estimates, at least 50% of hospitals reuse 
certain devices labeled as single use. Thus, the manuf&urers of these devices ciearly “knows or 
have lmowledge of facts that wouid give [them] notice” that -- despite the single use label - 
hospitals are using these devices more than once. As such, we respectfully request that FDA enforce 
$ 80 1.4, and require manufacturers to provide adequate labeling on their “single use” devices? 

II. Given that FDA Appean to be Moving Forward to Implement a &market Review 
Scheme, .iiiR Urges the Agency to Proceed in a Reasonable Manner, and is Troubled 
by &Many hpeca of the Draft Guidance Documents. 

As explained above, AMDR does not believe that FDA’s proposed premarket review scheme 
for reprocessing is necessary to protect public heaM. To the contrary, as outlined in Section I, the 
evidence cieariy shows that the current regime is we&suited to ensuring the safety and efficacy of 
reprocessed devices. Nonetheless, FDA appears to be moving forward to implement a premarket 
review scheme. As such, AMDR is eager to provide input on the agency’s proposed scheme, to 
ensure that it is carried out in a reasonable manner. Moreover, AMDR notes t&t, pursuant to its 
mandate under the Food and Drug Modernization Act of 1997 (FDAMA), FDA is obligated to 
implement its premarket review scheme in a manner that minimizes the time and expense burden 
that premarket review requirements potentially could create for reprocessors. Congress through 
FDAMA specif?cally directs the agency to “consider, in consult&ion with the applicant, the Ieast 
burdensome appropriate means of evaluating device effectiveness that wouid have a reasonable 
likelihood of resulting in approval.“” 2 1 V.S.C. 5 260c(a)(Z)(D)(ii). 

17 It is important to emphasize that AMDR does m support FDA’s proposal that 
OEMs include on their labeling %ny hfomation of which they are aware regarding the potential 
risks associated with reusing their SUDS.” Proposed Strategy at 13. In AMDR’s view, requesting 
OEMs to put reprocessing-related “risk” info&nation on their lab& simply would serve as an . 
invitation for OEM to place inflammatory and unsubstantiated statements on their products, thereby 
scaring hospitals away from reuse. Indeed, from a liability perspective, hospitals certainly would 
be reluctant to reprocess devices that are Iabeied with a litany of “risks” allegedly associated with 
reuse. Furthermore, AMDR believes there is iittie sense in empowering OE&Ms to define 
reprocessing-related risks. Simply because a device manufacturer believes there are certain risks 
associated with reprocessing a device, does not mean a third-party reprocessor would encounter 
those risks. OEMs have no economic incentive to prove that a device can be reprocessed, and, in 
fact, have every incentive to show that it cannot be reprocessed. 

18 h its draft guidance domment interpreting FDAm’s ‘least burdensome” 
(continued.. .) 
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While AMDR appreciates the daunting challenge FDA faces in implementing premarket 
review requirements on reprocessed devices and recognizes the amount of time and resources the 
agency has already devoted to this complicated issue, as discussed beiow, AMDR is troubled by 
many aspects of the agency’s dr& guidance documents. Most fundamentally, AiiR believes that 
the complex scheme contained in FDA’s draft guid3nce document entitied “Reprocessing and Reuse 
of Single-Use Devices: Review PriorCation Scheme” (hereafter, “RPS draft guidance document”) 
is wholly unnecessary. In its RPS draft guidance document, the agency sets out an elaborate Review 
Prioritization Scheme (RN) - two flowcharts containing a series of questions - which it uses to 
categorize reprocessed devices as “high,” “moderate,” or “tow” risk. Under FDA’s proposed 
approach, a device’s risk category would determine the length of the “enforcement discretion” period 
permirted for compliance with premarket review requirements. 

As shown below, we believe that FDA’S newly-constructed risk assessment tool could lead 
to co&sing and arbitrary results, thus making a reasonable and workable transition to a premar!cet 
review regime exceedingiy tic&. Furthermore, we see no reason for FDA to invest the time and 
resources that would be needed to correct the serious deficiencies in the RPS and accurately appiy 
it to the devices labeled for single use that are currentiy being reprocessed. Indeed, rather than 
attempting to construct an eiahorate new “high-modemte-IOw” risk assessment tool, AMDR strongly 
urges the agency to reiy on the existing device ciassi~cation system as amechanism for determining 
enforcement priorities. In other words, we recommend that FDA simply. assign appropriate 
enforce.ment discretion periods based on -he devica’ - J c 3 ~~assil?c3tion, i.e. C&s 1: Class II, or CIass III. 
Given that the existing device cfassific3tion system is inherentlybased on an assessment of a 
device’s risk, we see no reason to depart from it. Moreover, it would ensure an orderly and 
predictiie transition to a premarket review regime for reprocessing, because there would be no 
ambiguity as to whether a premarket review submission is required or when it is due. Both or” these 
questions would be answered by ascerraining the device’s classific3tion.1g 

1% (. . . continued) . . 
provisions, the agency itself recognizes ?&is principle. Specifically, FDA states that the agency 
is required to consider the u ‘least burdensome means’ that will allow appropriate premarket 
development and review of 3 product without unnecessarl detavs and expense to manufacturers. * 
“Evidence ModeIs for the Least Burdensome Means to &iarket, n CDRK Draft Guidance (Sept. 1, 
1999) (emphasis added). 

19 Notably, ADDM, the trade association representing OEMs who oppose 
reprocessing, has expressed support for utilizing the existing device classii?cation system as 3 
mechanism for implementing premarket review requirements with respect to reprocessed devices. 

(continued.. .> 
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AMDR recognizes, however, that FDA may, uhimateiy, choose to preserve its proposed 
approach, rather than adopting AMDR’s commendation. Thus, in the discussion beiow, we 
identify what we view as the most serio~ problems and inaccuracies with FDA’s proposed scheme, 
and, where possible, we offer altemative approaches.z0 E 

A. 3rwtural pr~bkm~ with FDA’s Review Prioritization Scheme make accurate 
risk designation difficuit. 

In its RPS draft guidance document, FDA acknowledges that “many of the questions asked 
in the ff owcharts may require subjective responses, b and Mer notes “the possibility of different 
interpretations. * WS draft guidance document at 3. In AMDR’s view, FDA itself has identified . 

w the most serious problem with the RN: It is built - not on a foundation of objective questiotiand 
easily defined terms - but, rather, on subjective, ambiguous questions that create confusion rat& 
than Chris. For example, Question 3, Flowchart 1, asks: i 

, 
Does the SUD include features that could imede thorough cleaning and adequate 
sterilization/disinfection? Some design features, such-as narrow lumens and 
interlocking parts, .can harbor debris that cannot be readilv accessed and removed 
during cleaning unless the device can be disassembied or otherwise serviced and 
all surfaces of the devices exposed for manual cleaning. If a devic: cannot be 
adequately cleaned, terminal repmessing to disinfect: or sterilize the device will 
not be successfui and the SUD presents a gmter risk of disease transmission. If 
a device does not incorporate any of these hard to ciean feamres, then the SUD 
presents a low risk of disease transmission. 

19 (. . . continued) 
z&u, Letter from Josephine Torrente, President, ADDM, to FDA Dockets Management 
Branch (December 2, 1999). 

20 FDA’s draft guidance documents primarily address the imposition of premarket 
review requirements on reprocessors, and, as such, AMIX& comments mainly focus on 
premarket review issues. However, the draft guidanc: documents also briefly describe other FDA 
regulatory requirements, u, registration and listing, medical device reporting, labeling, etc. See 
Enforcement Priorities draft guidance documents at j-9. In &hmR’s view, ad&ond cbrific~on 
is needed with regard to certain of +&ese re@ements, and, as such, we respectfully request the 
opportunity to meet with the agency to diswss these matters. 
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RPS draft guidance document at 6 (emphasis added).. In AMDR’! view, the four highlighted 
phrases above - ycouid impede, n ‘naff~w hunens,” ‘readily accessed, * and “hard to clean” - 
raise more questions than they answer, and, as such, cannot be reiied upon as criteria for assigning 
risk. Indeed, a device that FDA or an OEM views as ‘hard to clean,” may weil be quite ‘easy 
to clean” for a third-party reprocessor who has invested time and resources in reverse engineering 
the device and developing a validated cieaning protocol. Similariy, any judgment as to whether 
features “could impede” thorough cl-g, or whether debris can be “readily accessed,” or 
whether a lumen is %arrow,” is entirety subjective. Responses to these questions will differ 
dramatically depending upon who is answering them. 

In order to i&mate the extreme subjectivity of the RN, AMDR applied the RN to 14 of 
the 30-reprocessed devices that FDA categorized as ‘high risk. * For ail of the 14 devices 
examined, AMDR reached the conclusion that these devices are either “low” or “moderate” risk, 
m ‘high risk.” In other words, AMDR asked the same questions that FDA asked, but reached 
different answers. For example, AMDR determined that eiectrophysioiogy recording catheter? 
are ‘low risk” according to the following analysis? 

FIomhart 1 - Infection Risk 

1.1 Question= Is the SUD a nomcrikui &ice? AiiR Answer: No - U&r the ‘Spaufding” definition of 
device criticaiiry, the electrode recording caher or eiecmde recording probe engages rfit vascdar system, 
meaning ir emers the bloodstream. 

2-l Quesahtc Does postmarket injhnaaion suggest tk ushag the reprocessed SUD muy present an increased 
risk of infection when compared to the use of an SUD that has not been reprocessed? ,L;IMDR -4nswer: 
& - There is substantial p0sQlarket tiormadon that supports the &cry of proper reprocessing of the 
elecuodc recording catheter and the ehxrodc rcwrdhg probe. & for exampfe: 

a Aton, EA, ~M~nay, P, Frau, v, ‘Conaway, L, Gin, ME, Ta$q of Rerkng caniiac 
Elecro@ysiology CaZhefem: A Prospetiw Shuiy, * Xme&m JO~ of C;udi&gy, 1993,?4: 
1173-l 175 

l Atitdl, B, b, M, Dm, D, Jazayeri, M, Hare, J, l Repeuted Use of Abiahn Cmherc~: A 
Prospecrivc Study, * Journal of the .tierican Cokge of Cardichgy, 1993,122: 1367-1372 

21 El~trophysido~ recording catheters (electrode recording catheters and electrode 
recording probes) are Class II devices. &g 21 C.F.R. 6 870.1220. FDA has assigned these 
devices product code DRF. 

f 

22 We are enclosing as Attachment iti AMDR’s risk assessment of 14 reprocessed 
devices that FDA categorized as ‘high risk. V 
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l Dunniw, A, Roberts, C, Mdbura,M,Bens~n, DW, Be DG, “SKCC~~S ofRe-Use of _ 
Gzm’iac Ekcrrode Cizkmss * American hurnai of Cardiology, 1987.60: 807-810 

0 Ferreil, M, Wolf, CE, Ellenbog~n, KA, Wood, AMA, CIemo, KF, Gilligan, DM, uE~iene Oxide I 
on Ek~~opiysioiogy Catheters Following Resmi&ion: hnpii~~ons for crzrhcrer Reuse, a 
American Journai of Cardioiqy, 1997, 80:. 15584561 

0 O’Donoghue, S, Platia, EV, *Rtw.se ofPacing Cizthetm: A Survey of Safe? and Eflcaq,” pacing 
and CIhid Electrrqhysiolqy, 1988, 11: 1279-1280 

I 

3.1 Question: Does tht SVD inciudk features that could impcdc ttromugh clecuring and adequute 
ste~d~fectin? AhfDR Answw: No - An eiectrode recording catheter or ekcttodc recording 
probe is a seaied lumen device that is reprocessed reguhriy by AMDR companies without any cieaning 
tIliffiCl,lities. 

AiiR CONCLUSTON: LOW RISK 

Flowchart 2 - had-e Performance Risk 

1.) Questk- Doespostmrke~ infomwion szrggeti t/m u&g the n~mcessed SUD may pnse* an incm~ed 
risA of injury when co-d to the ust of an SUD that bus not been rtpmctssed? A.MDR Answer: NO 
- Postmarks information suggests thar proper reproceshg of an ehrode recording catheter or eieczrode 
recording probe poses rfo increased risk of injury (set arricfcs Listed in F!ow&art 1). 

. 

2.) Questbc Could fm%n of the &via cause d&h, setius injury or permanent impairnae~~? A.MDR 
Answer: Yes - The fhilure of an ekcrrode recording carhexer or eicczr0de recording probe - new or 
reprocessed - could potenhaily cause death, serious injury or permanent impairmenf. 

3.) Quei8ion.z Does the SUD con&in any ?nuWah, cwtings or components tht may be &unaged or u&ered 
by a singid rue or by mpmcessing mdlor reste~n in such a wiay hat the performmce of the device 
may be adveneiy affected? NMDR Answer: No - While the marcrials, c&ngs or umqmnenrs of eieczode 
recording cahesers or ekctrode recording probes arc sometimes akred during their first use, AMDR 
members do not reprocess damaged eiectrode recording catheters or e&rode recording probes. hieed, XI 
eIecuode recording c3tbeter or eiecuode rccorcikg pro& whose mafcriais, coarings or components have been 
damaged or altered by a single use in such a way that l &e performance of the device has been adversely 
affected would Olaf be a suitabie candidate for reprocessing and would be rejected by A&tDR companies. 
With respect to the pouxxiai effects of reprocessing, AMDR wmpanics have validated cieaning and 
sterilization protocols that mable them to reprocess eiecaodt recordiug catheters or ekctrode recordine. 
probes with no damage to the materids, coatings or components. This is achieved rhrough AMDR 
companies’ rcsearh, reverse engineerhg, and the cieaning and sterikation protocol vahkion process that 
is completed before any ektxrode recording catheter or ekcrrode recording. probe ia reprocessed. Every 
efecucxie recording catheter or ekczode recording probe reprocessed by &hIDR companies is tested for 
fimctionality and is examined under high magnification for any signs of wear or damage. If a problem is 
ckeczzd, the e&rode recording catheter or tfectrodc recording probe is rejczd and is not remCd tO the 
hospital that had requested reprocessing. 
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a.1 Question= An then rtmgnked amm.w perfonnmrcc szudmds, performance tests recommended by the 
OEM or u CDiW@bct &CUnmtt th2 m be used to &ten&t if the performance of tht SUD has 
been akertd drre to reprvctssing and use? AMDR Answtrz No. 

Zb.) Question: Gun visuai iiqvection ~mnine if pe@mantt hru been wetted? AMDR Answer: Yq - 
AMDR compau.ies visually inspect every ekcuode recording cathem or eiemode recording probe. This 
visual inspecrioa encompasses both ftmcfionaiiry testing and e xamhacion under hi@ mag.ificacion for any 
sips of wear or damage. If reprocessing has aHec2d the performance of the eiecmde recording catheter 
or ekctrocfc recording probe, it is rejeczed and not returned co the hospital that had requested reprocessing. 

As the above example and the other e4xamples contained in Attachment LM dearly 
demonstrate, the RPS is an inappropriate mechanism for assigning risk because the questions are 
subject to a range of interpretations. In addition to the subjectivity of the RPS questions, AMDR 
sees other structurai proMems with the scheme. For instance, Flowchart 2, Question 2a asks: 

Are there recoagnized consensus performance standards, performance tests 
recommended bv the dE&f~ or a CDRH guidance document that may be used to 

- detesmine if the performa& of the SUD has been altered due to reprocessing and 
use? FDA has recognized numerous domestic and international standards that may ’ 
be used for design and performance aspects of the reprocessed SUD. The list of 
FDA-recognized standards is available on FDA’s WEBsite. OE&V-recommended 
performance tests (e.g., manufknrerdeveioped tests, standards tM are not 
recognized) may also be applicable. In addition, there are CDRH guidance 
documents on FDA’S WEBsite, which may include specifications, test protocols, 
and acceptance criteria. . 

RPS guidance document at 9 (emphasis added). This question conspicuously omits any reference 
* to renrocessor-recommended performance tests. It is reprocessors who have the most extensive 

knowledge base regarding how to evaiuate whether a device’s performance has been aitered due 
to reprocessing and use. Thus, it is troubling to .%MDR that the above question permits reiiance 
on OEM-recommended performance tests, but fails to acknowkdge the importance of reprocessor- 
recommended and developed performance tests. 

Another signikant probIem with the RPS is its reliance on the ‘Spauiding” definitions of 
‘critical,” y semi-critical," and *non-criticaY devices. .4s FIowchart 1, Question I states, under 
the “Spaulding” system: 

e 

f . 

I 

B 
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l A non-criticaj device is a device that is tided to make topical 
contact and not penetrate intact skin; 

l A semkritical device is a device that is intended to contact intact 
mucous membranes and not penetrate normaily sterile areas of the I: 
body; and 

l A cxiticai device is a device that is intended to contact normally 
sterile tissue or body spaces during use. Ii 

RPS draft guidance document at 5. what the flowchart fails to convey, however, is that the 
“Spaulding” scheme was initially designed as a mechanism for determining the appropriate level of 
disinfectant, and, therefore, the Spaulding defitions of criticaiity are Qf little use when it comes to 
evaluating the risk of a reprocessed deece. Ra&r, a much more reievant exercise is to evaluate 
cxiticali~ fkom the standpoint of f~~~ctionality, &., what will be the consequences for the patient if 
the device W? Obviously, reprocessed devices whose failure is Lkey to cause signiEcant patient 
ham should be categorized as higher risk than those whose fdure qwould have littie or no effect on 
the patient. 

. 
Significantiy, FDA itself has historically viewed device criticality in terms of the 

consequences of device failure. Indeed, in its Good Manufacturing Practice regulations, which 
prectded the current QSR requirements, FDA defined “criticai device” as 

. . . a device whose failure to perf%rm when properiy used in accordance with the 
instructions for use provided in the Meting can be reasonabiy expected to resuit in 
sign&ant injury to the user. 

Previous 21 C.F.R. 5 820.3 (removed October 7,1996). XvlDR strongly urges FDA to utilize the 
above defbition of device criticaii~, rather than relying on the Spaulding scheme. 

B. FDA should disciose the detGi underlying its risk assignments. 

Given the structural probiems witi the RPS, AMDR, not ,wprisiq&, takes issue with the 
risk category assigned to many of the devices in FDA’s “List ofhtpently Repmxssd SUDS.” 

Indeed, as noted above, AMDR applied the RPS to 14 devices designated as “high risk,” and found 
that ah of the devices should, more accurately, be categorized as 6‘moderate” or “low risk.” 
However, except for the three examples provided in the RPS draft guidance document, FDA 
provides no information as to how it an-ived at the risk assignments in its “List of Frequendy 
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Reprocessed SUDS.” Thus, it is impossible for AiNDR to identify where our anaiysis diverged from 
the agency’s, and, as such, we are hampered in our ability to offer FDA useful, thorough comments 
on its application of the WS. Accordingiy, we respectfufly request that the agency make public the 
detail underlying its risk assignments, thereby enabling stakeholders to constructively challenge, or 
concur with, FDA’s risk assignments. 

C. E’DA’s “List of Frequently Reprocessed SUDS” appears to be incomplete. 

. 

It is AMDR’s understanding tha& in its “List of Frequently Reprocessed SUDS,” FDA hopes 
to capture the entire universe of devices Iabeled for single use that are currently being reprocessed. 

. Based on AMDR’s review of the lis& it appears that many of the devices that .&ZvfDR members 
reprocess are not on the list. However, the list contains numerous ambiguities and inaccuracies, 
which make it diEcult to vex@ whether all of the devices currently being reprocessed-are properiy 
represented? Therefore, to ensure &at FDA has a complete list, we are enclosing a database of the 
devices that, to the best of AMIX’s Imowkdge, are presently being reprocessed? In addition, 
AMDR respedUy requests the opportuni~ to meet with FDA in order to recon&e our database 
with the agency’s list, so as to ensure &at the agency has a complete undemding of the devices 
currently being reprocessed? 

23 For example, in a number of instances, devices are matched with inconect 
regulation numbers and/or product codes. In addition, in some cases, FDA’s device ,sr~upings 
arc overly broad, thus making it difficult to discern which specific products the agency intends to 
include. 

3% &g Attahent X. We are also enclosing a list of devices that XMDR companies 
may begin reprocessing in the near fkure. & .Machxnent 0. - 

25 AMDR also reqec$ully requests that FDA clarify what, if ay, role the ‘List of 
Frequently Reprocessed SUDS” will play once the final guidance document is issued. For 
exampIe, FDA states that it “anticipates using the RPS in the future in response to requests fkom 
the public on the category of a reprocessed SUD not listed in Appendiv 2. Such requests should be 
directed, in writing, to the contact noted in the Preface. FDA will perMic~ly pubiish a revised list 
of categorized devices based upon these requests. . . , FDA will consider any SUD not on the current 
list or subsequently revised lists to be one that poses a high risk if it is reprocessed.” RPS draft 
guidance document at 2. These statements appear to conflict with other elements of the draft 
guidance documents. Thus, we respecrfuily request that, in its finai guidance document, FDA 
formally address and clarify these ambiguities. 

I 

I 
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Il. FDA’s proposed grace periods for submission of premarket review applications 
are unreasonably short and should be lengthened. 

In its Enforcement Priorities draft guidance document, FDA proposes to require that 
premarket review submissions, i.e.. 5 1 O(k)s and PMAs, be EIed for “high risk” reprocessed devices 
within six months of the issuance of a final guidance document. Premarket review submissions for 
“moderate risk” reprocessed devices would have to be filed within 12 months; submissions for “low 
risk” reprocessed devices wouid be due within 18 months of issuance of a final guidance document. 
Enforcement Priorities draft guidance document at 15. In A.kfDR’s view, these grace periods are 
unreasonably short and should be lengthened. 

Signihndy, FDA’s proposed grace periods are dramatically shorter than the grace periods 
thdistoridy have been permitted for simihuiy situated entities. For example, in 1994, when FDA 
determined that software produa used by blood establishments to manage donor information were 
subject to regulation as medical devices, the agency initially provided an entire vear for 
manuf’act~ers to submit PM.As or jlO(k)s, and the agency subsequently extended the deadline for 
another year. See 59 Fed. Reg. 44,991 (Aug. 3 1,1994); 50 Fed. Reg. 51,802 (Oct. 3, 1995). 

. 

Likewise, when Congress enacted the Medical Device &nendments of 1976, manufacturers 
of pre-amendment devices were ailowed a minimum of 30 months from the time a device was 
classified as Class III to submit a PMA. 21 U.S.C. 5 35 1 (f)(2). In contrast, FDA proposes to require 
reprocessors to submit PMAs within 6 months. 

As Congress clearly recognized, firms unaccustomed to complying with FDA’s premarket 
review requirements must be given adequate time to prepare proper submissions. Indeed, a company 
traditionally subject to premarket review requirements would be unable to assemble a satisfactory 
PMA within six months. To impose such a deadline on an industry that is &t&g premarket review 
requirements for the f!rst time - and for numer&s different devices - is not only unprecedented, 
it is unnecessary and unfair. If there were compelling evidence that protection of the public health 
warranted requiring such a draconian grace period, AMDR would, of course, support FDA’s 
proposal. However, the facts dearly show that no such public h&h threat exists. Indeed. FDA 
itseif acknowledges that it has “been unable to find clear evidence of adverse patient outcomes 
associated with the reuse of a single use device from any sour&‘26 

26 Letter from Dr. David Feigal, Director, Center for Devices and Radiologicd 
Health, FDA, to Lw R. Pilot, Esq.. Counsei to MDM (October 6, 1999) (emphasis added) 
(At&bent K). 
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In fact, AMDR is concerned that the public heaith may weil be harmed if FDA maintains its 
proposed grace periods. Confronted’with impossibly short deadlines for submit&g premarket 

. lreview applications on numerous devices, reprocessors may be compeired to stop reprocessing 
certain devices. As a result hospitals could face shortages of important devices and be forced to 
discontinue providing certain medical procedures. For patients in need of such proc:dures, the 
implications are potentially devastating. 

Therefore, as an alternative to FDA’S approach, AMDR re~ectfXly requests that the agency 
increase each proposed grace period by at 1eas1 six months. Accordingiy, premarket review 
submissions for %gh risk” devices wouid have to be submitted within 12 months of the issuance 
of a Sinai guidance document. Submissions for “moderate” and “10~ risk” devices would be due 
within 18 and 24 months, respectively.” 

E. UEnforcement discretions” periods should not depend upon FDA responding to 
the reprocessor’s premarket review submission within a predetermined 
time&ante. . 

In addition to our above objections to the length of FDA’s proposed grace periods, AMDR 
strongiy objects to the notion that, under FDA’s draft guidance documents, the duration of agency 
“enforcement discretion” would depend upon FDA responding to premarket review submissions for 
reprocessed devices within a predetermined timeframe. For exampie, FDA Sfates that ir intends 10 
continue to exercise its discretion to not enforce premarket requirements for third party reprocessors 
and hospiti reprocessors of devices that are considered tigh risk for one (1) year from the dare of 
issuance of a final SUD enforcement guidance provided: 

I. FDA receives a 5 lo&) submission or a PMA application within six (6) months 
of the issuance of the final SUD enforcement guidance; . 

2. The 5 1 O(k) submissionor PMA application is complete and is of sufficient quality 
to be acceptable for substantive review. . . ; and I 

27 If, as AMDR strongly urges, FDA abandons the RR, and instead sim@y assigns 
submission grace periods to each device class, MR recommends he fohvhg ,mce periods: 
12 months for Class m devices, 18 months for CIass D[ devices, and 24 monrfis for CIass I 
devices. 
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3. The anolicant receives an FDA order fkiing the device substantially eauivaient 
and cleared for marketing. or an order annroving: a nrema&et aDnroval ar>nIication 
within six (6) months of the f?iinP date. 

Enforcement Priorities draft guidance document at 15 (emphasis added). According to this criteria, 
a reprocessor that submits an administratively complete premarket review application within the 
specified grace period would, nonetheless, be forced to stop reprocessing the device in question if 
FDA takes longer than six months to respond to the application. 

AMDRsaongiy objects to such an approach. Because of agency resource constraints, delay 
in reviewing and responding to premarket review applications -is common, and, given that FDA 
reviewers have littie experience with submissions for reprocessed devices, there is likely to be more 
delay than normal. Moreover, in proposing to penaGze an industry because of FDA’s failure to 
approve or deny a submission within a predetermined timehe, the agency has, once again, 
dramatically departed from prior practice. Indeed, as described in the exampie above, manufacturers 
of pre-amendment devices are permitted at Ieast 30 months fhm the time a devke is cksified as 
Class III to submit a PMA. As long as the manufacturer submits a timely PM& its device may 
remain on the market until t&e PMA is approved or denied - even if the approval/denial process 
takes severai years. In other words, manufacturers of pre-amendment Class III devices ares ford 
to stop marketing their products simply because FDA fails to respond within a predetermined 
time&me. 

Thus, AMDR strongly urges the agency to eliminate any link between&e duration of agency 
enforcement discretion and the agency approving or denying premarket review submissions within 
a pre-set time period. Rather, reprocessors who fiie timely and aliministrativeiy complete 
submissions should be permitted to continue reprocessing until their applications are approved or 
denied - regardless of how Iong this process takes. 

F. Submission of an “administratieiy incomplete” application should not 
terminate 8’DA’s exercise of enforcement discretion, 

Ii 

AMDR also is concerned that, under FDA’s proposed scheme, it appears that submission of 
an “administrativeiy incomplete” premarket review submission could automatically terminate FDA’s 
enforcement discretion with respect to premarket review requirements. The agency states, in 
pertinent part: 
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FDA will initially review your 5 10(k) submission or PMA appkbn to m&e a 

threshold determmati on as to whether it contains .suf!ficient information to begin 
substantive review. If the submission does not on its face, contain all the information 
required under 2 1 C.F.R. 807.87 (for 5 1 O(k)s) or 2 1 C.F.R. 8 14.20 (for PMAs), FDA 
will not review that application or submission any further and the file will be placed 
on hold. . . . You IMY submit the additional information to complete the file, but 
FDA does not intend to exercise enforcement discretion described in this document 
for reprocessed SUDS that are not tie subject of complete applications or 
submissions. In other words, FDA may take immediate enforcement action for 
failure to comply with premarket requirements upon determining that a 3 IO(k) 
submission or PMA application is adminissatively incomplete. 

Enforcement Priorities dtafI guidance document at 12. 

According to the above provision, if FDA were to find a reprocessor’s premarket review 
submission %dminhativeiy incomplete,” this would trigger an end to agency e&orcement 
discretion, and the reprocessor wouid be vulnerable to enforcement action for failure to comply with 
premarket review requirements - even if FDA’s tiding of “admi&rative incompleteness” came 
before the reprocessor’s grace period for submission had ended. Thus, if, hypothetically, a final 
guidance document were issued on July 1,2000, under FDA’s proposed scheme, reprocessors would 
haveoneyear-untiLJuly 1,2001- to submit premarket review applications for “moderate ride 
devices. The above language suggests that a reprocessor who submitted a premarket review 
application .on August 1, 2000, and teamed on September 1, 2000 that the application was 
6L . . mtively incomplete,” would, as of September 1, 2000, be subject to FDA enforcement 
action for fdure to compiy with premarket review requirements - even though that reprocessor 
could have waited untiI July I, 200 1 to initialIy submit its application. 

In informal conversations with FDA, A&@R was told that the agency did not intend for the 
above provision to deprive reprocessors of the benefit of a full grace perhi for submission of their 
premarket review applications. When presented with the above hypothetical, the agency tiormed 
AMDR that a reprocessor who learned on September 1, 2000 that its application was 
“ariministrativeiy incomplete” wouId continue to enjoy agency enforcement discretion with respect 
to premarket review requirements until the specified grace period had ended, i.e.. Juiy 1,2001. 
AMDR respectily requests that, in the fkai guidance document, FDA formally address and clarify 
this issue. 

B 

E 
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AMDR aiso respectfully requests that, in its &ai guidance document, FDA specify tha& as 
long as a reprocessor files a timely premarket review submission - even if the submission is filed 
at or near the very end of the designated grace period - the reprocessor wiil be permitted an 
additional 60 days to make appropriate modifiction.s, if FDA finds that the application is 
“administrativeiy incomplete.” FDA would exercise enforcement discretion with respect to 
premarket review requirements during this 60&y period, and, as long as the re-submitted 
application were found to be “~tively complete,” enforcement discretion would continue. 
However, ifmA determined that the re-submitted application was “administratively incompiete,” 
enforcement discretion would cease, and the reprocessor would be subject to enforcement action for 
fkihre to comply with premarket review requirements. 

Given that the reprocessing industry has never before been required to comply with 
premarket review requirements, and, further, that FDA has little experience in reviewing premarket 
review submissions for reprocessed devices, there will be a steep “kaming cuNe” as reprocessors 
become Mar with what is required for an “mveiy complete” submission, and as FDA 
reviewers learn what a submission for a reprocessed device should look like. Th&, in AMDR’s 
judgmen& a fair and logical approach would be to permix reprocessors at least one oppotity to 
make necessary corrections to an “admin&atively incomplete” premarket review submission. 

G. In order to address HCF,4-reiated Medicare reimbursement concerns, FDA 
shonid ciarify its historical and ongoing rationale for using “enforcement 
discretion” with respect to premarket review requirements. 

. 

h FDA acimowledges in its Enforcement Priorities draft guidance document, the agency 
has, to date, utilized its enforctment discretion not to enforce premarket review requirements with 
respect to reprocessors of devices labeled for singie use. Enforcement Priorities dr& guidance 
document at 14. Likewise, FDA’s proposal to begin imposing premarket review requirements on 
reprocessed devices depends heavily on the exercise of agency enforcment discretior~ Indeed, 
rather than requiring immediate compliance with premarket review requirements, FDA proposes to 
“phase-in” compliance, allowing different grace periods depending on the perceived risk of the 
reprocessed device. During the grace periods, the agency plans to use its enforcement discretion not 
to edorie premarket review requirements. 

If premarket review requirements are going to be imposed at ail on reprocessors, 
implementation must be done on a gradual basis. However, .&MIX is concerned about the Health 
care Financing Administration-reiated iMedicare reimbursement im@ic&om of FDA utilizing its 
enforcement discretion to implement a “phased-in” approach. Indeed, b &e last several months, 
pestions have arisen as to whether the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) will allow 

fr 
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reimbursement for medical procedures involving reprocessed devices. This uncertainty stems 
from FDA’s current policy of using its enforcement discretion wi& respect to premarket review 
requirements, as well as certain FDA statements regarding the “Iawfuhess” of reprocessing 
conducted absent premarket review? 

Given that the HCFA-related UIIC~~ surrounding m)A’s use of enforcement discretion 
could have pote.ntiaUy devastating consequences for the reprocessing industry and for the thousands 
of hospitals that utilize reprocessed devices, AlMDR strongly urges FDA to ch~%Q its historical and 
ongoing rationale for using enforcement discretion with respect to premarket review requirements. 
As an example, we beiieve that inchding the foilowing language in FDA’s finai guidance document 
couid heip to quell some of the uncertainty this issue has generated: 

. To &te, FDA has used its enfotcement discretion not to enforce ptemutket review 
requirements against third-party reprocessors - and will continue to use the same 
enforcement discte?ion to “phase in” the enforcement of ptematkzt review 
requirements against third-party reprocessors - because FDA has riot found 
sufficient evidence to suggest thti reprocessing, absent FDA ptemarkzt review, 
presents a thtear to public healrh. 

% 

H. FDA’3 proposed defhitiom should be revised. 

In Appendix A of the Enforcement Priorities drafl guidance domment, FDA proposes 
defhitions for “hospital,” “single-use device,” “opened-but-unused,” “reuse,” “reprocessing,” and 
“resterihation.” AMDR recommends the foIlowing revisions to FDA’s proposed dekitions: E 

1. Sin&e use device 

FDA proposes the folowing definition fdr “single-use device”: 

Siwle-use device: a single-use device that is intended to be used on one patient 
during a single procedure. It is not intended to be reprocwsed (cleaned and 

28 a, e.g,, Lam from Larry Spears, Director, Division of Enforcement III, Of&e 
of compliance, Center for Devices and Radiological Health, to Stephen D. Tem, Esq., Ofsson, 

Frank and Weeda, P.C. (July 9, 1999); Letter from Grant P. Bagley, M.D., Director, Coverage 
and Analysis Group, HCFA, to Josephine Torrente, Esq., Hym, &dps & L&GSunxa, P.C. 
(Attachment P) . 
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disinfected/sterilized) and used on another patient. The Iabehng identies the device 
as disposable and does not ixhde imtmctions for reprocessing. Some single-use 
disposable devices are marketed as non-sterile and indude appropriate pre-use 
sterilization or processing instructions to make the device patient-ready. 

AMDR is troubled by the above definition because it links the notion of single use to what the 
man-t “intends.” However, it is not at all dear what “intent” means in this context. Rather, 

. in AMDR’s view, a device should come within the definition of single use only ifit is labeled to be 
used OQ one patient during a single procedure. As such, AMDR recommends that the above 
definition be modified as follows: 

. 

Sinale use device: A device that is labeled to be used on one pntient during a single 
procedure. The labeling identifies the device as disposable and does not include 
instruction for reprocessing. Some single use devices are marketed as non-sterile 
and include appropritie ye-use steriktion orprocessing inst~&ons to make the 
&vice patient-ready. . 

2. Omened-but-unused 

FDA proposed the following def?nition for “opened-but-unused”: 

Owened-but-unused: an opened-but-unused device is a sing&se device whose 
sterili~ has been breached or whose sterile package was opened but the device has 
not been used on a patient 

As explained above, AMDR beheves that any definition incorpora&g the notion of “single use” 
must be confIned to explicit single use labeling. Thus, AMDR proposes to define “opened-but- 
uxlusedm as follows: 

Qoened-but-umzsed: An open-but-wed &vice is a device that is labeled to be med 
on one patient during a single proced&re, whose steriiiv has been breached or 
whose sterile package bus been opened, but which bar not been used on a patient. 

E 
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3. Reuse 

FDA proposes the following definition for “reuse”: 

Reuse: the repeated use or mukipie use of any medical device inciuding reusabie and 
single-use medical devices, on the same patient or on difkent patients, with 
appIic&le reprocessing (cleaning and disinfkction/sklization) between uses. 

In AMDR’s view, the above defkition is unnecessarily repetitive and complex. Instead, ASTIR 
recommends &at “reuse” be dehed as foilows: 

Reuse: l’k use ora device more than once. 

4. Remocessing 

FDA proposes to def’me “reprocessing” as follows: . 

. 
Reurocessinq: includes all operations performed to render a contaminated reusable 
or singie-use device patient ready or to allow an unused product that has been opened . 
to be made patient ready. The steps may in&de cieaning and 
disinfection/steriIizatioilization. The rnanmer of reusable devices and single-use 
devices that are marketed as non-sterile should provide validated reprocessing 
ins~ctions in the labeling. 

AMDR believes that the above de&&ion is incomplete because it does not inciude the fhctional 
testing or packaging steps of reprocessing. In addition, this defhition fkils to reflect that 
reprocessing may be performed on open but unused devices. Therefore, AMDR recommends that 
FDA adopt the following defkition of “reproceshng”: - 

Revrocessing: All operations petiormed to render a used or opened bur unused 
device patient-reu& Reprocessing steps muy in&& cieuning j%nctional testing, 
packqing und sterilization. The munufactw-ers of reusable devices and single use 
devices thut are marketed as non-sterile should provide vaiiubted reprocessing 
instn&ons in the labeling. 

fi 

f 

I 

I: i 
fl 
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5. Resteriiization 

FDA proposes the following definition of “resterili&on”: 

Resterilizatioq: the repeated application of a terminal process designed to remove or 
destroy ail viable forms of microbial life, in&ding bacterial spores, to an acceptable 
sterility assurance level. 

AMDR believes that the following definition of resteriiization is more scientically accurate and 
should be adopted by FDA: 

Restedization: The repeated application of a terminal process designed to reduce 
the biobwden to an acceptable sterihy assurance level. 

III. Conclusion 

In conclusion, AA4DR wishes to reiterate its support for a strong, rational FDA regulatory 
regime governing reprocessing. AMDR believes that patient safety is best served through vigorous 
FDA oversight of medical device reprocessing. While AMDR feeis &at premarket review for 
reprocessed devices is unneckssary, we hope that a reasonabie premarket review scheme can be 
achieved, and we look forward to working with the agency and o&r stakeholders to accomplish this. 

From AMDR’s perspective, the utilization of consensus standards must play a criticai role 
inmoving to-&axis a workable premarket review scheme for reprocessing. In this regard, we applaud 
the agency’s participation in the Association for the Advancement of Medical Insmxmentation’s 
(AA&Q development of a Technical fnformation Report forthe cleaning of medical devices. Going 
forward, AMDR is eager to work with FDA, MMI, manufacturers, hospitais, physicians, id 
other interested parties to deveiop additional cOnsensus standards. 

Finally, AMDR feels it is important to emphasize that, by f.. the mngest opposition to 
reprocessing comes f?om companies thaw have an overwhelming economic incentive to advocate for 
a regulatory regime so burdensome that it will effectively eliminate reprocessing as an option for 
hospitis. As discussed above, these mantiacturers argue that reprocessing is unsafe. Yet, as 
demonstrated in Section I, the facts ciearly show that proper reproctssing is absolutely safe. These 
manufacturers aiso argue that FDA is oblieated to impose premarket review requirements on 
reprocessors because it considers reprocessors to be %anufacturers.” However, it is clear that 
the agency has no such obligation. To the contrary, quite recently, FDA decided not to apply 
premarket review requirements to the device servicing and refurbisfiing industry - despite the fact 
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that the agency considers service? and refurbishers to be manufacturers.2g It is unchr to 
AMDR why the agency has choseri to treat reprocessors of devices labeled for single use 
difbently than device servicers and refhrbishcrs. 

Conspicuously missing tirn the rnan~rs’ rhetoric, however, is any acknowiedgment 
of the economic agenda driving their campaign against reprocessing. Indeed, from the OE,Ms’ 
perspective, every time a hospital safely uses a reprocessed device, rather than purchasing a new one, 
this is a lost safe. Thus, as FDA finaks its drafI guidance documents, AMDR urges the agency to 
avoid being swayed by the tremendous ticial and political pressure exerted by the OEMs who 
oppose reprocessing. Rather, we respay request that FDA take into account the strong safety 

. record of reprocessing, and the direct, negative impact on patients of unnecessarily restricting 
replQcessing. 

c 

**cc 

AMDR apprtciates the opportunity to provide comments on FDA? draft guidance 
documents. Shotid the agency have any questions regarding the information presented in this 
document, please do not hesitate to contact us. I ‘ 

. 
Respectfully submitted, 

Pamela J. Furman ’ 
Executive Director 

PJF:Ia 
EIlClOSUES 

29 Apparenrfy, FDA studied the risks presented by serricing and retibishing, and 
~0n~1uded that ‘ScIfkegulation” of this set of device manuf&urers was adequate to protect public 
hea& Indeed, rather than imposing a complex premarket review scheme on the device servicing 
and rtfixbishing industry, FDA is permitting the industry to police itself through a syszem of 
voluntarv controls. & Hatem, Mary Beth, ‘From Regulation to Registration,” *Biomedical 

trumentation and TecboIow, Vol. 33 (SeptJOct. 1999). 


